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SciComm Training w/ Dr. Randy Olson



Why are you here? (i.e. your problem)



Why are you here?
• Overwhelmed and unsure of what information to share
• Trouble or unsure how to get start writing (i.e., grant, 

publication, etc.) 
• Having trouble know why your research is important?
• Issues with making your research relevant to granting 

agencies
• Uncertain how to introduce yourself or your research
• Uncomfortable with public speaking



“Tell a story” Evolution of Story Telling
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STORY VS NARRATIVE

• STORY
• The complete circular journey from non-

narrative to narrative, then back to non-
narrative.

• NARRATIVE
• The series of events that occur in the search 

for the solution to a problem.

A series of events doesn’t become a story until a problem is established, 
which sets up the narrative part of the journey, which is the heart of the story.



The Narrative Spectrum



The Narrative Spectrum
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Narrative Shaping: Content and Form

Content
• Your research/message

Form
• Narrative structure



ABT Framework: Validation

• New York Times



ABT Framework: Validation

• New York Times
• Nursery Rhymes



ABT Framework: Validation

• New York Times
• Nursery Rhymes
• Great Speeches from American History

THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS 
(paraphrased speech by Abraham Lincoln, full text on pg 87):

“We are a great AND mighty nation, 
BUT now we are engaged in a horrible civil war that we cannot allow to destroy this 
country, 
THEREFORE it is up to us, the living, to make sure that the souls lost in this battle did 
not die in vain.”



ABT Framework: Validation

• New York Times
• Nursery Rhymes
• Great Speeches from American History
• Movies and TV Shows

Walter White loves his family AND would do anything for them, 
BUT when he gets diagnosed with cancer he becomes desperate 
to provide for their future,
THEREFORE he gets involved in the drug trade



ABT Framework: Validation

• New York Times
• Nursery Rhymes
• Great Speeches from American History
• Movies and TV Shows
• Pop Culture

CALL ME MAYBE 
(massively popular 2012 song by Carly Rae Jepsen)

“Hey, I just met you AND this is crazy, BUT here’s
my number, SO call me maybe.”



ABT Framework: Validation

• New York Times
• Nursery Rhymes
• Great Speeches from American History
• Movies and TV Shows
• Pop Culture
• Structure of Scientific Papers (IMRAD)

Introduction

Methods

Results

Discussion

WHY?

HOW?

WHAT?

SO WHAT?

AND BUT

THEREFORE



The ABT Framework: Introduction

Reframe into:
Set-up, problem, solution

Agreement, contradiction, consequence

ContradictionAgreement

Non-narrative Problem/Solution dynamic

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 

Consequence



The ABT Framework: Introduction

Reframe into:
Set-up, problem, solution

Agreement, contradiction, consequence

You love science AND you!re enjoying building your career as a scientist, 
BUT you!ve begun to realize that communication is an obligatory part of being a 
scientist, 
THEREFORE you’re here today



The ABT Framework: Primary Level

ContradictionAgreement

Non-narrative Problem/Solution dynamic

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 

Consequence

Let’s write your ABT for your research



The ABT Framework: Secondary Level

It’s more complex
1. Singular Narrative
2. BUT/BECAUSE
3. IF/THEN (fear) 
4. Ordinary World
5. Stakes
6. IF/THEN (hope)
7. What/How

ContradictionAgreement

Non-narrative Problem/Solution dynamic

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 
Consequence

4 5  6 1 2  3 7



The ABT Framework: Secondary Level

It’s more complex
1. Singular Narrative
2. BUT/BECAUSE
3. IF/THEN (fear) 
4. Ordinary World
5. Stakes
6. IF/THEN (hope)
7. What/How

ContradictionAgreement

Non-narrative Problem/Solution dynamic

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 
Consequence

4 5  6 1 2  3 7



Narrative Shaping: Your problem

• Step 1: BUT what’s your problem?

Simplicity – what is your core problem?



Narrative Shaping: What’s your problem?

• Step 1: BUT what’s your problem?
• The problem excites the brain
• the solution quiets the brain 
• The problem shapes the AND content

• It sets up your problem

• BUT I HAVE TOO MANY PROBLEMS!



Exercise #1: The 5 word Problem

• For this exercise, try to finish this sentence 
“The problem is _____” and use only 5 additional words.
• “Examples: The problem is bad resource management.
• The problem is the old method doesn’t work.
• The problem is we have bad data.

• Stripping down your problem to just 5 words can really help you 
clarify what your narrative is really all about.



ABT Build Example: Too many problems

Climate change is putting stress on wildlife populations AND the populations need 
to be managed, 
BUT we need to know their genetics for management, and without an historical 
record we can’t say what’s happening with the population growth, and wildfires are 
a new threat to wildlife that needs to be considered,
THEREFORE we are implementing several new projects to address all these 
problems.

What is the singular narrative?



Finding the Singular Narrative: Dobzhansky Template

Finding the core meaning of your story:
• Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.



Exercise #2: Using the Dobzhansky Template 
to find your “One Thing.”
Restructure your ABT in the form of a Dobzhansky Template to help you 
find your singular narrative.
• Dobzhansky Template: Nothing in _______ makes sense, except in the 

light of ________.
• Examples: Nothing in biology makes sense, except in the light of evolution.
• Nothing in geology makes sense, except in the light of plate tectonics.
• Nothing in the management of mule deer makes sense except in the light 

of correctly estimating abundance.
• Nothing in the challenge of teaching human anatomy makes sense except in 

the light of time management.



Exercise #2: Using the Dobzhansky Template 
to find your “One Thing.”
Restructure your ABT in the form of a Dobzhansky Template to help you 
find your singular narrative.
• Dobzhansky Template: Nothing in _______ makes sense, except in the 

light of ________.
• Examples: Nothing in biology makes sense, except in the light of evolution.
• Nothing in geology makes sense, except in the light of plate tectonics.
• Nothing in the management of mule deer makes sense except in the light 

of correctly estimating abundance.
• Nothing in the challenge of teaching human anatomy makes sense except in 

the light of time management.



Finding the Singular Narrative: Dobzhansky Template

Finding the core meaning of your story:
• Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.

Nothing in wildlife management makes sense, except in the light of genetic population structure.    



The 3 Forms of the ABT

1.Informational
2.Conversational
3.Keeper



The 3 Forms of the ABT

• Example:
iABT: In my lab we model moderate sleep apnea in rats with a chronic 
intermittent hypoxia protocol in order to investigate the physiological 
mechanisms of sustained diurnal blood pressure, BUT we have realized 
the importance of molecular pathways within the central nervous 
system contributing towards blood pressure control, THEREFORE we 
have begun exploring novel molecular pathways that develop as a 
result of our sleep apnea model.



The 3 Forms of the ABT

• Example:
cABT: We were looking at X one way but realized there’s another way 
therefore we’re looking at that way.



The 3 Forms of the ABT

• Example:
kABT: In my lab we’re studying sleep apnea using rats as our model 
system, AND we’ve been focused on physiological mechanisms, BUT 
lately we’ve realized the real controls may lie at the molecular level in 
the central nervous system, so AS A RESULT we’ve begun exploring 
novel molecular pathways.



Exercise #3: cABT – Starting from simplicity

• The cABT should have all specifics stripped off of it. 
• Use nothing but generic words, like “thing” and “stuff.” 

For example, if your ABT dealt with a new way to clean junk from the 
ocean that’s an improvement and the old system is outdated.

• cABT: “We had a thing we were using for a while, but it’s not working 
that great, so now we want to use a better thing.”



ABT Build Example: Too many problems

Climate change is putting stress on wildlife populations AND the populations need to be managed, 
BUT we need to know their genetics for management, and without an historical record we can’t say 
what’s happening with the population growth, and wildfires are a new threat to wildlife that needs 
to be considered,
THEREFORE we are implementing several new projects to address all these problems.

Climate change is putting stress on wildlife populations AND the populations 
need to be managed,
BUT without knowing the genetic population structure it is difficult to make 
management decisions,
THEREFORE we are studying conservation genetics.



The ABT Framework: Secondary Level

It’s more complex
1. Singular Narrative
2. BUT/BECAUSE
3. IF/THEN (fear) 
4. Ordinary World
5. Stakes
6. IF/THEN (hope)
7. What/How

ContradictionAgreement

Non-narrative Problem/Solution dynamic

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 
Consequence

4 5  6 1 2  3 7



Narrative Shaping: The Ordinary World

DON”T START WITH BAD NEWS!



Narrative Shaping: Relatability

• MAKE YOUR STORY RELATABLE
• Establish common ground with the audience
• Opens up a channel of communication with something relatable 

• Lead with relatable material



Narrative and Character Relatability

Credit: Dr. Nancy Knowlton



Narrative Shaping: The Ordinary World

Lay the groundwork for the impact of the contradiction (the BUT)

Two elements: 
• WHAT: Ordinary world 
• WHY: What’s at stake? Why is it important? Why should we care?

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 



Narrative Shaping: AND

• WHAT: Ordinary world 
• simple opening description
• “This is material that even a climate skeptic would 

agree with you about.”

Example: “There are 50 acres of woods next to my 
house”

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 

Dr. Wenowdis



Narrative Shaping: AND

• WHAT: Ordinary world 
• WHY: What’s at stake? Why is it important? Why should we care?
• Power of story telling rests in specifics. 

Try to make what’s at stake as specific as possible. 
• This is how important the subject is

Example:
“I have 17 vacuum cleaners in my house, BUT one of them is broken.”

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 



Narrative Shaping: AND

• WHAT: Ordinary world 
• WHY: What’s at stake? Why is it important? Why should we care?
• Power of story telling rests in specifics. 

Try to make what’s at stake as specific as possible. 
• This is how important the subject is

Example:
“I have 17 vacuum cleaners in my house, BUT one of them is broken.”
“I have only one vacuum cleaner in my house, BUT it’s broken,”

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 



Narrative Shaping: AND

• WHAT: Ordinary world 
• WHY: What’s at stake? Why is it important? Why should we care?
• Power of story telling rests in specifics. 

Try to make what’s at stake as specific as possible. 
• This is how important the subject is

Example:
“I have 17 vacuum cleaners in my house, BUT one of them is broken.”
“I have only one vacuum cleaner in my house, BUT it’s broken,”

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 

How important is 
the message?



ABT Build Example

Climate change is putting stress on wildlife populations AND the 
populations need to be managed,
BUT without knowing the genetic population structure it is difficult to 
make management decisions,
THEREFORE we are studying conservation genetics.



ABT Build Example: What’s at stake

Conservation genetics is an essential part of wildlife management AND 
with a thorough knowledge of the genetic diversity and population 
structure we can make sound management decisions,
BUT without knowing the genetic population structure it is difficult to 
make management decisions,
THEREFORE we are studying conservation genetics.



ABT Build Example: What’s at stake (IF/THEN)

Conservation genetics is an essential part of wildlife management AND 
IF we understand the basic genetic patterns within and among 
populations for the species we are managing THEN we can avoid 
admixture of genetically distinct populations,
BUT without knowing the genetic population structure it is difficult to 
make management decisions,
THEREFORE we are studying conservation genetics.



The ABT Framework: Secondary Level

It’s more complex
1. Singular Narrative
2. BUT/BECAUSE
3. IF/THEN (fear) 
4. Ordinary World
5. Stakes
6. IF/THEN (hope)
7. What/How

ContradictionAgreement

Non-narrative Problem/Solution dynamic

_________ AND ______ BUT _______ THEREFORE_______ 
Consequence

4 5  6 1 2  3 7



Narrative Shaping: BUT, THEREFORE 

• The power of the moment = the power of change
• Moment 1: The Problem (BUT)
• Excites the brain

• transition from calm to the state of excitement, arousal, uncertainty, and often fear. 
• The quicker this transition takes place, the better the chance of capturing 

attention.
• Moment 2: The Solution (THEREFORE)
• Quiets the brain 

• Transition back to the livable ordinary world.

• Evolution: science of change / how things evolve over time



Narrative Shaping: BUT, THEREFORE 

• The power of the moment = the power of change
• Moment 1: The Problem (BUT)
• Excites the brain

• transition from calm to the state of excitement, arousal, uncertainty, and often fear. 
• The quicker this transition takes place, the better the chance of capturing 

attention.

• Moment 2: The Solution (THEREFORE)
• Quiets the brain 

• Transition back to the livable ordinary world.



Narrative Shaping: BUT, THEREFORE 

• WHAT/HOW instead of HOW/WHAT

WHAT

HOW

HOW

WHAT

ScienceEveryone else

Results

Results

Methods

Methods



Narrative Shaping: BUT, THEREFORE 

• WHAT/HOW instead of HOW/WHAT

BUT because conservation genetics has not 
been identified as a priority there is no genetic 
research, THEREFORE …

BUT no genetic research is currently 
conducted because of a limited budget 
for which conservation genetics has not 
been identified as a priority, THEREFORE 
…

WHAT

HOW

Everyone else

WHAT

HOW

Scientists



Narrative Shaping: BUT, THEREFORE

• WHAT/HOW instead of HOW/WHAT

…THEREFORE to make conservation genetics 
an integral part of our wildlife management 
program we are working with the budget 
office to specify genetic research as a funding 
priority resulting in the needed funding 
allocations. 

...THEREFORE we’re going to work with 
the budget office to identify 
conservation genetics as a priority 
resulting in enough funds to make 
genetic research an integral part of our 
program.  

WHAT

HOW

Everyone else

WHAT

HOW

Scientists



The ocean is important in many ways AND because it is so big we 
didn’t think we could hurt it. 

BUT we overfished, polluted, heated and acidified the ocean is it 
now dying

THEREFORE, we have to change our ways if we want the ocean to 
be healthy again.

- Dr. Nancy Knowlton

Narrative Shaping: BUT, THEREFORE 



ABT Build

• BEFORE ABT
Climate change is putting stress on wildlife populations AND the populations need to be 
managed, BUT without knowing their genetics it is difficult to make management decisions, 
THEREFORE we are studying conservation genetics.



ABT Build

• BEFORE ABT
Climate change is putting stress on wildlife populations AND the populations need to be 
managed, BUT without knowing their genetics it is difficult to make management decisions, 
THEREFORE we are studying conservation genetics.

• AFTER ABT
Conservation genetics is an essential part of wildlife management AND IF we understand the 
basic genetic patterns within and among populations for the species we are managing THEN we 
can avoid admixture of genetically distinct populations, BUT no genetic research is currently 
conducted because of a limited budget for which conservation genetics has not been identified as 
a priority, THEREFORE to make conservation genetics an integral part of our wildlife management 
program, we are working with the budget office to specify genetic research as a funding priority 
resulting in the needed funding allocations. 



Applications: Elevator Speeches

• AND: BACKGROUND 
• A short summary of prior 

education and relevant 
professional activities. 

• BUT: PURPOSE
• Why you are in graduate school, 

why the graduate degree is 
important.

• THEREFORE: GOALS
• Post-graduation trajectory, and 

how it will be implemented.

• AND: CONTEXT
• State what is known from the literature about 

your specific research. 

• BUT: QUESTION
• Pivot to an interesting unanswered question.
• IF/THEN Tool: IF you fund this research THEN 

here are the various advances that will be 
made possible.

• THEREFORE: YOUR RESEARCH
• Explain your research and how it establishes 

you to answer the BUT (above). 

OR



Applications: Proposals and Papers
• AND: CONTEXT

• State what is known from the literature about your specific research. 

• BUT: QUESTION
• Pivot to an interesting unanswered question.
• IF/THEN Tool: IF you fund this research THEN here are the various advances that will be 

made possible.

• THEREFORE: YOUR RESEARCH
• Explain your research and how it establishes you to answer the BUT (above). 

Trouble getting started? 
• Try identifying your statements as background (AND), problem (BUT), or solution (THEREFORE) 

statements. How do those sentences align, and what additional statements are needed to 
connect these ideas together? 

• This can help you quickly draft smaller ABTs and pull multiple narratives together within your 
overarching ABT on your Christmas tree. 



Applications: Presentations

• AND material is setup to connect with audience
• BUT – presentations allow for a dramatic but bomb.
• THEREFORE – Let me tell you about my research

Benefits
• It will make your presentations easier to rehearse
Quotes from students:
• “People will actually looking at me and not distracted by their devices”
• “People remember my talk and had the correct narrative days after I gave it”



Applications

• Life in general
• Interview with media
• Elevator speech

• What the problem?
• What’s at stake/why is this important?
• What is the solution? Your research!

• ABT Confidence boost!





Resources

• ABT Time Podcast with Dr. Randy Olson:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXftAJj7klP7zdBqgSgHQjQ
• The Narrative Gym Book(s)


